Twin intromittent organs of Drosophila for traumatic insemination
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1. INTRODUCTION

In several animals, male genitalia create insemination wounds in areas outside the genital orifice of females. I report that such traumatic insemination (TI) occurs in the Drosophila bipectinata complex (Diptera: Drosophilidae) and illustrate a previously unknown evolutionary pathway for this behaviour. Flash fixation of mating pairs revealed the dual function of the paired claw-like basal processes, previously misidentified as a bifid aedeagus: (i) penetration of the female body wall near the genital orifice and (ii) sperm transfer into the genital tract through the wounds. Basal processes in closely related species (Drosophila ananassae and Drosophila pallidosa) also wounded females but did not transfer sperm; this represents a transitional state to TI as observed in the bipectinata complex. Copulatory wounding is suggested to occur in other allied species of the Drosophila melanogaster species group, including D. melanogaster. Ubiquitous sexual conflicts over mating may have led to the evolution of novel intromittent organs for insemination.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

I studied 21 species, representing 9 out of 12 species subgroups of the D. melanogaster species group, with special emphasis on the D. ananassae subgroup (figures 1 and 2; see also table 1 in the electronic supplementary material for details). I examined two strains in D. ananassae and D. pseudoanassae. Flies were maintained in glass vials (3 cm in diameter and 10.5 cm in height) containing cornmeal–malt medium at 20 ± 1°C under a light : dark cycle of 14 : 10 h.

For each strain, I placed at least thirty 5-day-old females in a 1 : 1 sex ratio with males for 5 days (5–15 pairs per vial). I then dissected them in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and examined them under an Olympus BH2 light microscope. Virgin females of the same age (10 days old; n ≥ 30 per strain) served as controls. Pilot studies revealed that, for the species used in this study, 5-day-old females achieve almost 100% insemination by the second day of pairing. An additional 3 days allowed for the development of detectable melanized patches, which are indicators of wound repair. I confirmed the morphology of the male phallic organs using light microscopy and a JEOL JSM-5310LV scanning electron microscope (SEM), both with and without pre-cleaning in KOH solution. The homology and terminology of male genitalia are not yet fully established for this group. I followed the terminology of Hu & Toda (2001).

I conducted the following experiment to visualize the genitalic coupling and insemination process into D. mimetica, D. ananassae, D. pallidosa and all four species of the D. bipectinata species complex (D. bipectinata, D. parabipectinata, D. malertohiana and D. pseudoanassae). Virgin males of both sexes (7–10 days old) were introduced in rearing vials (one to three pairs per vial). Males were fed Formula 4-24 Instant Drosophila Medium Blue (Carolina Biological Supply Company), prepared with 0.004 M rhodamine-B fluorescent dye solution (Wako Pure Chemical Industries), for 2 days before pairing. I flash froze the copulating pairs in liquid nitrogen 5 min after the initiation of copulation as described by Jagadeeshan & Singh (2006) and carefully removed and mounted the abdomens with 10% KOH and 2% SDS solution. I immediately observed and photographed the successful preparations (n ≥ 5 per strain) under both a light microscope and a Zeiss LSM-410 laser scan microscope. Similar experiments without rhodamine-B treatment served as autofluorescence controls.

I constructed a phylogeny for the study species (figures 1a and 2a) based on the recent molecular phylogenetic studies of Kopp & Barmina (2005) for relationships among the subgroups, and Kopp (2006) for relationships within the bipectinata complex. I consulted Schawaroch (2002) and Da Lage et al. (2007) for species not sampled in the other studies.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All mated, but no virgin, females of 14 species (representing seven subgroups) had melanized patches on their genital regions, indicating wound repair (Pathak 1993; figures 1a and 2a). In two species, melanized patches were not always present (figure 2). The number, size, shape and location of melanized patches differed among species (figures 1a and 2a), but in five species no signs of wounding were detected.

Electronic supplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsbl.2007.0192 or via http://www.journals.royalsoc.ac.uk.
In the species of the *bipectinata* complex, *D. ananassae* and *D. pallidosa* (the *ananassae* subgroup), melanized patches at the bottom of paired blind invaginations ('pockets') near the genital orifice (figure 1a,c,e) enabled *in situ* identification of the specific organ of male genitalia which carries out the wounding (similar pockets were also found in *D. mimetica* (suzukii subgroup); figure 2). The phallic organ (central part of male genitalia) of *D. ananassae* and *D. pallidosa* consists of the aedeagus, gonopods, basal processes and para-meres (figure 1b). Flash fixation of copulating pairs of these species revealed that the lanceolate basal

---

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of virgin and mated female genitalia in three representative *Drosophila* species, with pockets outlined (dashed lines). Posterior to left. Mated females have melanized patches (arrowheads). (b) Copulatory wounds, pockets in female genitalia and the schematics of male genitalia of the *ananassae* subgroup (in part) with their proposed phylogeny. (c) Genitalic coupling of two representative species: (i,ii) top, laser scan micrographs with the female bodies outlined (dashed lines) and (iii,iv) bottom, schematics. In micrographs, ejaculates (and the male bodies) are stained with rhodamine-B (red). Pockets are highlighted in yellow, while the aedeagus and basal processes are in blue. In the schematics, male structures are drawn in different colours as in (b), and oviscapes and parameres are omitted. The schematics are not scaled. (d,e) Scanning electron micrograph of the male genitalia of *D. pseudoananassae* (d, postero-lateral view) and *D. bipectinata* (e, ventral view). Parts are highlighted in different colours following the schematics of (b) and (c). Scale bars, 50 μm in (a) and (c), 20 μm in (d,e).
processes stabbed the pockets, and fluorescent-marked semen was ejaculated via the aedeagus into the female genital orifice (figure 1b, c, i, iii). In the bipectinata complex, the basal processes are well developed as twin claw-like structures (figure 1b, d, e). Using SEM, I detected a degenerate, transparent, tube-like true aedeagus between the bases of the basal processes (figure 1d, e), suggesting their previous identification as bifid aedeagus (Book & Wheeler 1972; Eberhard & Ramirez 2004) is incorrect.

Figure 2. Genitalia and copulatory wounds in the D. melanogaster species group. In light micrographs of female genitalia (posterior to left; scale bars, 100 μm), arrowheads or circles (red) mark melanized patches, indicating repair of wounds probably produced during copulation. Pocket-shaped structures were detected in female D. mimetica (outlined by the dashed lines). Hairy structures are omitted in the schematics of male genitalia. Arrowheads or circles mark the candidate wounding organs, estimated by the number, location, shape and size of melanized patches in females. Fixation of mating pairs verified the prediction in D. mimetica. The candidate wounding organs are not identical to the candidate sperm transfer organ, except in the bipectinata complex (figure 1), indicating that traumatic insemination is not likely to occur.
sperm is ejaculated through the wounds but not through the genital orifice (figure 1c(ii,iv) for unique laterality in D. pseudoananassae, see figure 1 in the electronic supplementary material). The basal processes of this group have a groove on the dorsal surface which may transport semen. Evolutionarily, the insemination function may have been transferred from the aedegus to the neighbouring basal processes in the common ancestor of the bipecincta complex (figure 1b,de), resulting in a separation of the sperm inlet (pockets) and the egg outlet (genital orifice).

While the D. melanogaster species group consists of many more species (200), my results show clearly that copulatory wounding occurs in several lineages implying that it has evolved several times independently (figures 1 and 2). In all lineages, the sperm-receiving pockets are simple invaginations of the body wall, and ejaculates are directly injected into the female genital tract but not into the haemocoel (no intraperitoneal insemination). This contrasts with the Cimicomorpha where females show various types of sperm-receiving organs (paragenitalia or spermalge; Carayon 1966; Siva-Jothy 2006; Tatarnic et al. 2006).

In bed bugs, this unique organ ameliorates the costs of mating associated with TI (Morrow & Arvnqvist 2003; Reinhardt et al. 2003), while the benefits for males and the costs for females incurred by copulatory wounding are presently unknown for Drosophila. However, TI may facilitate the transfer of seminal fluid proteins to the female which in D. melanogaster reduce female fitness while enhancing male success in sperm competition (e.g. Chapman 2001). As such, copulatory wounding may be beneficial for males, or the resultant wounds may deter females from subsequently mating with rivals. In either case, the coupling of insemination and wounding (equal to TI) may be an excellent male solution to possible conflicts over mating, because females cannot develop a complete avoidance mechanism to wounding, such as deeper pockets, without risking to become infertile. Future studies should take into account these and other effects of physical damage when studying the reproductive biology of this model organism.
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